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Activity
Teacher is to share the assignment with the students via Classkick. In Classkick, students 
are to login according to the names of the groups they are given. Groups are first to define 
the investigation question. Students are to add their comments and understanding of the 
question. Next, students are to create a storyboard/plan of what they going to present and 
how they going to present their work back to the class.  

Objectives
• Students can apply to a new context the knowledge and skills learnt from studying an 

issue. 
• Students can process the information gathered, create a product and communicate their 

findings through various forms of presentation. 
• Students can reflect on their thinking and actions through asking questions. 
• Student works in a respectful manner with others in a group setting. (CCI)

Extensions
• This task can be set as an independent, pair or group work activity.Teachers can add supports 

to each of the Classkick slides as needed.
• Teacher can pre-set task templates to scaffold learning.
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Have a go

Tap           , type in the class-code, or receive the QR code/link from the teacher. 
Key-in the group name (remind them this name is case and space sensitive, it needs 
to be the same one as they used previously).

To annotate, tap on either teacher’s deck or students slide. Locate the annotation 
tools from the top of the page.
Note: When annotating on the teacher’s deck, it will automatically be copied to 
students’ slides.

Navigate the slides by tapping               .  Students can tap on       to indicate they 
need help or need checking on their work.

Tap        to add voice comments and feedback. Tap        to import images from 
photos or take photos.

To import PDF from the master deck, on the teacher’s deck tap        , tap create from 
file, then follow the prompts given. 
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